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Job Description
<br> Job Description: <br>T-Map is the application for visualization of Telekom network
coverage, mobile @ home / web'n'walk areas, information on operating information and
network faults. It also offers the end customer a hotspot search and point of sales.T-Map
has always set itself the goal of providing all information channels that lead to the end
customercover. The application is available for end customers and for sales agents working
in points of sales.The application is built on ArcGIS product, JavaScript, Dojo, Java, SOAP
WebServices, Python. <br>The application was developed by another company. The first
target is to get knowledge about the application and setup development process in T-Systems
RUS. The next steps will be implementing business requirements and improve the application
with modern frameworks and tools. <br> <br> Responsabilities:
Work as a configuration manager\devops in T-Map project;
You will have to setup a project infrastructure from scratch, configure application servers
and environments, establish continuous integration and delivery;
You will work with Open street map (OSM) and supporting scripts and tool, extend existing
functionality and implement new features.

Job requirements
<br> Job Requirements:
Knowledge of Python is a must;
Knowledge of CI\CD tools: Jenkins, Gitlab CI, Teamcity;
Version control: Git;
Good knowledge of Linux OS;
English - B1 or higher;
Ansible\Puppet or chef will be a plus;
Knowledge of OSM will be a plus;
Docker will be a plus.
<br> <br>Please see the group’s privacy policy: https://telekom.jobs/search?ac=privacy_policy
<br> <br>

T-Systems RUS

<br> T-Systems is a part of Deutsche Telekom group - the leading European
telecommunications provider. T-Systems has over 52,700 employees, active in about 20
countries worldwide. In Russia, T-Systems provides Software services: Design, Development,
Testing, User Helpdesk and Maintenance. Since 1995, the Russian team develops complex
projects for international companies: T-Mobile, Daimler, Volkswagen, DHL and many others.

Your opportunity
<br> Our benefits:
Employment according to the Labor Code of Russian Federation, “white” salary;
Work in a stable company;
Regular business trips to Europe;
Flexible working schedule;
Comfortable office in the city center;
Well equipped kitchen with tea/coffee 24/7;
Kicker and table tennis, shower, bicycle parking;
Extended medical insurance;
Extensive opportunities for professional growth English and German classes in the office;
Football and volleyball teams.

Contact
T-Systems RUS
Deutsche Telekom Business Services
myhr_recruitment@telekom.com

